Notes:
- Lay out the mounting cutout and holes on one of the panels of the enclosure. Note the different size (smaller) guide holes. Reference Mounting Cutout drawing SK130515.
- Using an appropriate cutting tool cut the mounting cut out and drill the holes.
- Install (2) longer guide studs (10-32 X 1") on the AHP-4200 mounting flange, in the two opposite corners matching the two Ø0.281 guide holes of the cutout.
- Install the remaining (20) stud (10-32 X 3/4") on the AHP-4200 mounting flange.
- Place the mounting gasket on the AHP-4200 mounting flange, the studs will keep the gasket in place.
- Align the two guide studs with the two guide holes of the mounting cutout.
- Push the AHP-4200 through the cutout making sure the two guide studs go through the guide holes in the cutout.
- Once the guide studs clear the guide holes the rest of the studs will line up and clear the mounting holes.
- Push the AHP-4200 flush to the enclosure surface.
- From inside the enclosure install the 10-32 flat washers, 10-32 lock washers and 10-32 Hex nuts on the studs and tighten in an "X" pattern.